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For a given negatively graded Lie algebra K-, the universal graded Lie algebra 
ci of type K is defined and its existence proved. By posing additional conditions 
on K ~, other types of universal graded Lie algebras are defined and discussed. The 
concept of universal graded Lie algebra leads naturally to the graded Cartan type 
Lie algebras. In fact, all graded Cartan type Lie algebras can be characterized as 
certain types of universal graded Lie algebras. 1%’ 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider Lie algebras over an arbitrary field F. If L is a Lie algebra, 
let a(L) denote the universal enveloping algebra of L. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A Lie algebra L is graded if L = @:= --r Li, where I 
and s are nonnegative integers or ccc (which are called the depth and the 
length of L respectively) and the Lj are subspaces of L, (L-, # 0, L, # 0, if 
L#O) satisfying [IL,, Lj] G Li+j. Set L- = eiio Li, L’-‘= eiGo Li, 
L, = @i,O Li and L’+)= QJiaoLi. We shall refer to dim L- as the 
breadth of L. If a E Li\(O}. we shall write deg a = i. 
Let L = @ L.i and L’ = @ L: be graded Lie algebras. A homomorphism 
q of L into L.’ is graded if q(Li) c L:. In the present article we shall deal 
with graded Lie algebras exclusively and unless otherwise stated a 
homomorphism will always mean a graded homomorphism. If L = @ Li is 
a graded algebra, L - = @ i< o Li, let 7cL be the projection of L onto L- 
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and I~ the injection of L- into L. Let K- = eicO Kj be a negatively 
graded Lie algebra. We consider the class of graded Lie algebras of type 
Km, i.e., with negative part isomorphic to K-. The algebra S = K- itself 
is the “smallest” one of the class, which can be characterized as the graded 
Lie algebra such that if L is any graded Lie algebra of type K- and $ is 
an isomorphism of S ~ onto L-, then there exists a unique homorphism q 
of S into L satisfying n,cp = $7ts, i.e., the diagram 
is commutative (in fact p = $). Considering the opposite concept, we have 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let KP be a negatively graded Lie algebra. A graded 
Lie algebra U = U(K - ) of type K - is called universal of type K - if for 
every Lie algebra L of type KP and an isomorphism $ of Lp onto U- 
there exists a unique homomorphism p of L into U satisfying cplr. = zLi+? 
i.e., the diagram 
(*) 
is commutative. 
Obviously, if the universal graded Lie algebra of type K- exists, it is 
unique up to isomorphism. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A graded Lie algebra L is transitive if C,(L-) n 
L’+‘=O, where C,(L-) is the centralizer of L- in L. 
LEMMA 1.1 [7]. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) L is transitive; 
(2) L’+’ contains no nonzero ideal of L; 
(3) L(+’ contains no nonzero homogeneous ideal of L. 
If L is a graded Lie algebra, 9 the collection of all ideals of L contained 
in L(+) and X’s9, then ,YIE4, IEY. Especially R=C1,g I is the unique 
maximal member of 4 which will be called the transitivity radical of L. 
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LEMMA 1.2 [7]. Let L and R be as above and R’ the sum of ali 
homogeneous ideals contained in L’ ’ ). 
(1) R=R’; 
(2) R is homogeneous; 
(3) L/R is transitive. 
LEMMA 1.3. In Definition 1.2, the uniqueness of cp is equivalent to the 
transitivity of U(K - ). 
Proof: Let U= U(K-), N[+‘=C.(U-)n U(+‘, and N=U-ON’+’ 
which is a homogeneous subalgebra of U. If N(‘) # 0, let q1 be the imbed- 
ding map of N into U and q2 be the linear map of N into U such that 
(p2 IN- = pi IN- and cpz(N(+)j=O. Then cpl and (p2 are different graded 
homomorphisms of N into U which extend the identity map of N- onto 
U -. Conversely, if U is transitive and q, r, (p2 are different homomorphisms 
of L into U extending 11/, let j be the least nonnegative integer such that 
there exists bE Lj, cp,(b)#cp,(b). For every XEL_~, i>O, ql([x, b])= 
c~~(C-u,blj, that is, [$4x), qal(b)-q2(b)l=0 and cPl(b)-q,(b)EN’f!T 
contrary to the transitivity of U. 1 
In the present article, we shall prove for any K- of breadth IZ, U(K-) 
exists and is isomorphic to a subalgebra of the general Cartan type algebra 
W(n). Moreover, U( K- ) can be constructed explicitly by computations. 
The universal graded Lie algebra of depth 1 is just W(n) itself. For the 
universal graded Lie algebra of depth 2, we pay special attention to the 
case where K- is isomorphic to the Heisenberg algebra of dimension II and 
show that U(K -) is exactly the contact Cartan type Lie algebra K(n, w) 
(see Section 4). By considering the universal graded Lie algebra with a 
given nonpositive part we obtain an explanation of the “extension” of a 
linear Lie algebra in W(n) (cf. [S] ) and a characterization of the graded 
Lie algebras of Cartan type S(rz) and H(n) by universal properties. The 
universal graded Lie algebra with a given “p-flag” is then discussed and the 
finite-dimensional graded Cartan type Lie algebras X(n, m), X= W, S, H, 
and K are characterized. Finally, the universal restrictedly graded Lie 
algebras are discussed and the restricted Cartan type Lie algebras X(n: 1) 
are characterized. 
2. EXISTENCE OF U(K-) 
Let K- =CicO K,:, dim K - = IZ < “G, be a negatively graded Lie 
algabra with finite depth r. Let {zl, . . . . I, } be a basis of K ~ consisting of 
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homogeneous elements. Such a basis (zi} will be called homogeneous. 
Denote 
d(i) = -deg zi (2.1) 
and 
d(cc)=C d(ij xi, cc= (a,, . ..) a,)E(z.+)“. (2.1)’ 
If L is a graded Lie algebra of type K-, we shall identify L- with K- 
and (zi} is then a homogeneous basis of L-. The gradation of L induces 
a graded algebra structure on e(L). Let Y=%(L’+‘) and @(L)$ = 
Horn, (4?(L), F). Since Y is a sub-coalgebra of the coalgebra a(L), 
@(LE= is a subalgebra of the dual algebra 4?(L)*. We consider 
V := (f~ %(L)$ If(4P(L)i) = 0 for all but finitely many i}. Then I/ obtains 
the structure of a graded algebra via Vj := (f~ VI f(@(Lji) = 0 for i # -j}. 
For CI = (a,, . . . . cr,)~(Z+)“, denote z~=z:...z;‘. We have degz-“= -d(a) 
and (z* 1 a E (Z + )” > is a basis of @?I( L) as left Y-module. Let xia), 
CIE (Z+)“, be elements of &(L)$ such that xiXJ(zB) =6,,. We have 
x(~)xiP) = ny= I (h:,Bi) ?C(a+P) and I/= (xi’)1 a E (Z+)“) is isomorphic to 
the divided power algebra U(n). Note that deg .x(~~ = d(cl) and 
Vj = (xci(J E VI &g xc”) = j). The algebra %!(L)$ has the structure of a 
coinduced module by setting 
(u-f)(a) :=J’(uu). (2.2) 
Let the corresponding representation be denoted by p. Since the elements 
of L are primitive elements of the Hopf algebra @i(L), L acts on u?((Lj$ by 
derivations. Moreover, V is an L-submodule of &( L)$, which is easily seen 
to satisfy Li. Vi s Vi + j. Hence p is in fact a graded homomorphism from 
L into the graded part of Der,( V) and V is a graded module. For y E L, 
a computation shows p(y) to be a special derivation of V, i.e., p(v) has the 
form 1. c. ,y(“)D. where D.x(~) = ,y(+&i) 
W(n) o?‘sge:ial dk;ivations ik a graded 
E; = (6,i, . ..) 
Lie 
Slli). The collection 
subalgebra of Der, V with 
grading spaces 
w(n)Lj, = (X@)Di 1 d(M) - d(i) =j). (2.3) 
W(n) equipped with this gradation will be denoted by lV(n, K -) and p is 
a graded homomorphism of L into w(n, K-). It can be shown that 
Ker p EL’+’ is the unique maximal ideal of L contained in Li+). We 
therefore have 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (1) Ker p is the transitivity radical of L, Im p is 
transitive. 
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(2) The restriction of p to L- is injective. 
(3) L is transitive f and only if p is injective. 
DEFINITION 2.1. p will be called the fundamental homomorphism of the 
graded Lie algebra L into W(n, K ~ ) (which is determined by a fixed choice 
of homogeneous basis {zi>). 
In the following, if L is of type K-, we identify L- with K- and fix 
a homogeneous basis (zi} of K- from which the fundamental 
homomorphism p is constructed. 
Remark 2.1. Our discussion of the fundamental homomorphism p 
follows essentially [7]. For details, cf. [7, Chap. 3, Sect. 51, especially 
[7, p. 139, Remarks (l)]. Note that, in this case the assumptions char F> 0 
and dim L < co are irrelevant. 
Remark 2.2. It should be noted that the restriction of p on L- 2 K is 
independent of L. 
Remark 2.3. In the discussion of the next sections we need the explicit 
form of p(x), x E K-, which can be obtained by direct application of (2.2). 
The calculation will be easier if the basis elements zi are arranged in an 
order compatible with their degrees, i.e., i < j implies d(i) d d(j). Evidently, 
p(z,) = D, if i= 1 or zi is in the center of K ~ (e.g., d(i)= r). In general 
p(Zi) = Di + xd(i)<d(j) CjyX(‘)D.i. 
LEMMA 2.1. If r := depth L- <d(i) fL, then p(~~)~~‘= Of”“. 
Proof. Since (ad z~)~~’ = 0, zy lies in the center of U(L-). We have 
(p(7.)p”“. +)(+) = X(=J(Zp . zp) = x(d(z8+p”‘%) = +- P’%)(ZB) = (D4” , x fa) 
for-all c(, p E (Z + )“, i.e., ~(z~~)~“‘= Dr. 
W), 
1 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let Q G W(n, K - ) be a homogeneous subalgebra 
containing p(L- ). Then Q is transitive. 
Proof. Let {zi> be arranged as indicated in Remark 2.3. Then p(z,) = 
Ix d(k) s d(i) f/cDk + Di and 
D,.fi = 0, 12 k, (2.4) 
since deg fk- d(k) = -d(i) ~0. If D = Ck akDkE Q”’ is such that 
[p(zj), D] = 0, i= 1, . . . . n, and D #01 there is an aj #O such that 
ak=O, k< j. (2.5) 
We show D,a, = 0 by induction on II - i. It is true for i = 0 since p(z,,) = D,. 
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We have O=[p(s,), D]=CbkDk, where bj=Diaj+C,,if,D,aj- 
Ck a,D,fi. But xk, i fkDkaj = 0 by induction assumption and 
Ck a,D,f. = 0 by (2.4) and (2.5). Hence Diaj = b, = 0, i= 1, . . . . 12, i.e., 
0 #aj~F. We have deg ajDj= -d(j) ~0, contrary to the fact that 
DE@? 1 
THEOREM 2.1. For an}’ given negatively graded Lie algebra K -, the 
universal graded Lie algebra of type K ~ is the unique maximal homogeneous 
subalgebra of W(n, K - ) Gth negative part p( K - ). 
ProoJ If L’ and L” are homogeneous subalgebras of a graded Lie 
algebra A4 with the same negative part L-, and a,, . . . . ak homogeneous 
elements in either L’ or L” with Cf==, deg aj< 0, we can prove 
[al[az[ ... [a,-,, ak] ..-I EL- by induction on k. Hence the subalgebra 
generated by L’ and L” is also a graded Lie algebra with negative part L-. 
Now let U be the subalgebra of W(n, K -) generated by p(L), where L runs 
over all the graded Lie algebras of type K -. Then U is a graded Lie 
algebra of type K-. Let rl/: L- + U ~ be as in Definition 1.2 and C$ be the 
fundamental homomorphism of L into W(n) corresponding to the basis 
{$-‘p(z,)} which h as the same multiplication table as {zi}. By the 
construction of the fundamental homomorphism we have 4 IL- = tj and 
Im 4 G U. By Proposition 2.2 U is transitive, and I$ is as required in the 
diagram i*). 1 
COROLLARY 2.1. An automorphism of U- can be uniquely extended to 
be an automorphism of U. 
In particular, we have 
THEOREM 2.2. W(n), with the ordinary gradation, is the universal 
graded Lie algebra of depth 1 and breadth n. 
Remark 2.4. If we consider divided power polynomials of infinitely 
many variables the assumption dim K- < co can be omitted. 
3. PROLONGATIONS 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let L = @ iz --r Lj be a graded Lie algebra. A homo- 
geneous subspace K (‘) = @ iG t Ki is called a t-germ if [K,, K,] s Ki+j for 
i + j < t. For i 2 t + 1, define Ki inductively by Ki = (x E LiJ [x, K-,] G 
Kj-,, Vs > 0, -s d t], and K= @ ib --I Ki will be called the prolongation of 
KC’) in L, denoted by P,(K”‘). 
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For a graded Lie algebra L = @ Li, L(‘)= oi,, Li will be called the 
t-section of L. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let KC” be a t-gem. If t + 1 > 0, the prolongation 
of KC’) i?z L is the unique maximal homogeneous subalgebra of L with 
t-section KC’). 
ProoJ We first prove [K,, K,] s K,+i by induction on i+ j. The 
assertion is true for i + j< t. It is obvious if i, j < t. If, say, i > I, then j < 0 
and [K,, Kj] E Ki+ j by definition. If i + j > t, then we obtain for s > 0, 
[Ki, K-,] E Kf-, and [Ki, K-,] GKj-3. Hence [[Ki, K]], K-,] G 
[CK,, K-s19 Kjl + [Ki, CKJ, K-s]] c [Ki-5, Kil+ [Ki, Kj-51 ~Ki+i-s by 
induction assumption and [K,, Kj] c Ki+ j by definition. Let L’ be a 
homogeneous subalgebra of L with t-section Ki”. Then Lj = Ki for i ,< t. 
For s > 0, CL:, K-,] = [Li, L’,] G Lip, c Ki-, by induction assumption, 
and L( G K, by definition. That is, L’ E P,(K”‘). 1 
By Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 3.1, we have 
THEOREM 3.1. U(K-)= Pwc,,K-,(p(K-)). 
Note that the explicit forms of the elements of p(K-) can in principle be 
obtained (cf. Remark 2.3) and Theorem 3.1 gives a method to construct 
U( K ~ ) explicitly. 
4. UNIVERSAL GRADED LIE ALGEBRAS OF HEISENBERG TYPE 
In this section we shall consider universal graded Lie algebras of depth 2. 
Let K- = K_, + Kp2 with dim Ke2= 1. Suppose Kp2 = Fz then the Lie 
algebra structure of K- is equivalent to an alternating bilinear form 
(,):K-,xK-,-+Fsuchthat CZ~,~~]=(~~,Z~)Z~~TZ~,=~EK~,. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A graded Lie algebra L of depth 2 is called of alternate 
type if dim L --2 = 1. If the bilinear form (, ) is nondegenerate, L is said to 
be of Heisenberg type. 
Let A- be a negatively graded Lie algebra of alternate type, dim A ~ = n, 
A-,= Fz,,. By a well-known theorem of alternating forms, there exists a 
basis (z,, . . . . zZr, . ..? zn- i} of ApI such that 
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j' = .i+ r, 
ii 
if j<r 
- I’, if j>r. 
A direct computation of the action of zi on U(K) shows 
P(Zi) = 
Di, i<ror2r<i<n 
Di + xi,Dn, r<i<2r. 
(4.2) 
(4.3 1 
The universal graded Lie algebra of alternate type can be obtained by 
directly prolongating P(A ~ ) in W(Q A ~ ) (cf. Theorem 3.1). However, we 
shall proceed in the following way which will connect the structure of 
U(A-) with a certain differential form. 
Let U(n) be graded according to K-, 4 be the space of differential forms 
and Qi = (xCE)dxj ( d(a) + d(j) - 1= i). Then C? = @ sZi is a graded module 
of W(rz, K-). Note that p(K-)Q2,=0. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let K- be a negatively graded Lie algebra, dim K ~ = n. If 
there exists a homogeneous differential form CIJ (with coefficients in U(n)), 
deg LO > 0, satisfying 
(1) P(K-)~=O, 
(2) p(K-)= {DE W(n, K-)-IDco~U(n)w}, 
(3) p(K-) o’&U(n) o implies m’~U(n) 0+8, for any differentiaf 
form co’, then U(K-)= {DE W(n, K-)~D~EU(IZ)O). 
Proof. Let U= U(K-)= Pwcn,K-Jp(K-)) and U’= (DE W(n, K-)1 
DwEUjn) o}. By (2), U’ is a graded Lie algebra with U’- = p(K-). We 
prove Ui G 17; by induction on i. We may assume i >, 0. For s > 0, by induc- 
tion assumption, [p(K -)-,, Vi] w = p(K-)_, (U,o) c U(n) co. Hence 
U,o c U(n) w + Q0 by (3). Since deg Ujco > 0, Ujcc, z U(rz) o and Uj E Vi. 
By the maximality of U we have U= U’. 1 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A- be of alternate tl>pe as above, w a differential form. 
Then &A-) o = 0 iff w E Fo, + Q2,, \$here 
co/, = dq, - i xi, dxi. 
i=l 
(4.4 j 
ProoJ By direct computation. 1 
THEOREM 4.1. Zf A ~ is of alternate type defined by (4.1), then the univer- 
sal graded Lie algebra U(A-) = {x~ W(n, A-) 1 xoA E U(n) oA}, b$)here u)~ 
is defined by (4.4). 
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Proof. The condition (1) of Lemma 4.1 is satisfied for o = mA by 
Lemma 4.2. Conditions (2) and (3 j can also be verified by direct computa- 
tion, and the conclusion follows. 1 
As a special case, we have 
THEOREM 4.2. The uniuersed graded Lie algebra of Heisenberg type 
is exactIy the contact Cartan type algebra K(n, oA) := {XE W(n, A-)\ 
m4 E U(n) wA j, n = 2r + 1. 
Remark 4.1. The Lie algebra K(n, 0, j is simple for any characteristic. 
If char F= 2, K(n, wil) is different from the usual contact algebra K(n) 
defined by oK= dx, + cf: 1 3ciS dxi which is not simple [4, 81. 
Remark 4.2. Lemma 4.1 also shows that the defining differential form 
01, is essentially unique. 
5. UNIVERSAL GRADED LIE ALGEBRAS OF TYPE K, 
Let L = oi Li be a graded Lie algebra of type K-, p the fundamental 
homomorphism of L into U(K- ). Then p(L,) is a subalgebra of U(K ~~ )O. 
It is then natural to introduce 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let K, be a subalgebra of U( K - )O. A graded Lie 
algebra U= U(K -, K. j is said to be the universal Lie algebra of type 
(K -, &,) if for any graded Lie algebra L of type K ~ satisfying p(L,j c K,, 
where p is the fundamental homomorphism of L, there exists a unique 
graded Lie algebra homomorphism I/J: L -+ U such that the following 
diagram 
is commutative. 
THEOREM 5.1. For given K- and K,, P,,,-,(K(“), where K”‘= @i<O 
U(K- ),+ K,, is the uniuersal graded Lie algebra of type (K -, K,). 
Proof: Let U(K-, K,) = P C,(K-j(K(o)). By the maximality of the 
prolongation (cf. Proposition 3.1) the fundamental homomorphism p of L 
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maps into U(K-, K,). Hence II/ = p viewed as a map into U(K -, K,) is the 
required homomorphism in diagram (5.1). 1 
We shall pay special attention to the depth one case. The zero grade 
term W(n)Co, of the universal graded Lie algebra IV(n) of breadth n can be 
identified with gI(n) under the isomorphism dEzJDj~ E,, where E, is the 
matrix whose (k, I)-component is 6,,6,. For a subalgebra K, of gZ(n), 
U( W(n)-. K,) will be simply called the universal graded Lie algebra of 
type K, and denoted by U(K,). 
Let K be a subalgebra of gl(n). It is well known that 
E(K,) := xa,Die W(n) c (D,uj)@Eij~U(n)@K, 
is a homogeneous subalgebra of IV(n) [S, 61, which is called the extension 
of K0 in W(n). 
THEOREM 5.2. Zf K, is a subalgebra of gZ(nj ( = W(n)Co,) and K(O) = 
W(n)c~llOKO, then E(K,)=P wtnj(K(0)). In particular, E(K,) is the uniuer- 
sal graded Lie algebra of type K,. 
ProoJ: Let P = P,,,,(K”‘). We prove Pi G E(K,) by induction on i. The 
assertion is valid for i 6 0. Let D = cj ajDj E Pi, i > 0. We have [Dk, D] = 
C (Dkuj) Dj E Pi- i G E( K, j by induction assumption. That is, 
&(D,D,a,j@ E,EU(~)@K,. Let Ki= (f~gl(n)*(f(K~)=O). An ele- 
ment x in gZ(n) is expressed in the form x = C xqEij. Hence an element f 
in gZ(n)* is a linear function on n2 variables -xii and f can be extended to 
be an U(n)-linear function on U(n)@ g/(n). Thusf(DiDkuij = D,f(Diai) = 
0, k = 1, . . . . n, for every f~ K,i. Since f(Diai) E U(n),,, is a homogeneous 
element and i > 0, we have f( D,aj) = 0 for all f E Kk. Hence x (0,~~) @ 
E, E U(n j @ K, and D E E( K,) as required. 1 
Since the Cartan type algebras S(n) and H(n) are the extensions of d(n) 
and sp(n) in IV(n) respectively [S], we have 
THEOREM 5.3. The Cartan t?‘pe algebras S(n) and H(n) are the universal 
graded Lie algebras of type sl(n) and sp(n), respectively. 
Remark 5.1. The extension of a subalgebra K, of gl(n) is called trivial 
if E(Ko)[= 0 for i> 0. It can be verified that if K, is simple classical, E(K,) 
is nontrivial if and only if K, = sf(n) or sp(n j. 
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6. p-FLAGS 
In this and the next section, we assume char F= p > 0. Let K - be a 
negatively graded Lie algebra, Y = depth K --. A flag 5 of K- is a finite 
ascending chain of subspaces 0 G g1 G . . c Sk = K ~ with 
‘i3j= 0 CiYjnK), (6.1) 
i<O 
for j = 1, .+ k. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let L = @ Li be a graded Lie algebra of type K ~ and gj = 
{xEL-/(adL~~)P’=O}.Ifr<p, 8,. zs a subspace of L ~ lvhich satisfies (6.1). 
If Sk = L - .for some k then 
is a flag bvhich bvill be called the p-flag of L. 
ProoJ: That Bj is a subspace follows from Jacobson’s expansion for- 
mula of (X + ~i)~ and the assumption r < p. Let ,Y E g-j and x = xii0 xi2 
where X~E Lj. If xi $8, for some i, then there would exist a homogeneous 
element J'E L, such that (ad x;)~’ y#O. We should have (ad x-,)~‘Y= 
-(Cr,i ad x,)@jl which is impossible since the left side is in L,,,, while 
the right side is not. m 
Let I’ = depth K ~ < p and $j be a flag of K -. A graded Lie algebra is 
said to be of type (K-, 5) if L is of type K- with 3 as its p-flag. 
DEFINITION 6.1. L.et K- be a negatively graded Lie algebra and 
&Oc~ic ‘.. cgk=K- a flag of K-. Assume r<p. A graded Lie 
algebra U is called universal of type (K-, 5) if 
(1) U is of type (K-, 7j), 
(2) for a graded Lie algebra of type (K-, 3) and an isomorphism $ 
of L- onto U ~ preserving the flag 3, there exists a unique homomorphism 
cp: L -+ U such that the diagram (*) is commutative. 
If the universal graded Lie algebra of type (K -, 5) exists, it will be 
denoted by U = U( K -, 3). 
Note that if m = (m,, . . . . m,) E NC”‘, Pi” = Df” for every i and 
.X E W(rz), then (ad p(~~))~“” x = 0, i = 1, . . . . rz, if and only if x E IV(n, m) := 
(x’“‘Di j aj < ~“9, i, j= 1, . . . . n ). 
If L is a graded Lie algebra of type (K -, B), we can choose a 
homogeneous basis (zi> which is compatible with the flag 5. Let mj be 
minimal such that (ad z;)~~’ = 0 (i.e., Z,E g,;, zi$ 3,n,Pl) and m=m(g) := 
rn7 I I . . . . m, ). 
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From Lemma 2.1 we obtain 
THEOREM 6.1. Let L be a graded Lie algebra of type (K-, g), p the 
fundamental homomorphism of L with respect to a homogeneous basis (zi} 
compatible with 5 and m = m(g) = (m,, . . . . m,). Then p(L) G W(n, m). 
We obviously have 
THEOREM 6.2. Let K- be a negatively graded Lie algebra, 3 a Jlag of 
K ~ and I’ = depth K- < p. Let p be the fundamental homomorphism with 
respect to a homogeneous basis compatible with 3 and U(K-) = 
PLVol+-,(p(K-)). Then the universal graded Lie algebra of type (K-, 5) 
exists tf and only zf u:= U(K-)n W(n, m(g)) is of type (K-, g), and in 
this case U is itself the universal graded Lie algebra of type (K-, 5). 
COROLLARY 6.1. Let K-, $j be as in Theorem 6.2. Then U(K-, 5) exists 
if and only if there exists a transitively graded Lie algebra of type (K -, 3). 
Proof Suppose that L is a transitively graded Lie algebra of type 
(K-, 3). We have D := U(K-) n W(n, m) 2 p(L) which is of type (K -, 3) 
since p(L) z L. Hence i!? is of type (K -, 3). 1 
Evidently, m(g)= 1 := (1, . . . . 1) if and only if 5 is of the form 
Ocg,=K-. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Zf r < p and m(g) = 1, then the universal graded Lie 
algebra of type (K -, 3) exists. 
Proof K - is itself a transitively graded Lie algebra of type (K -, 3). 1 
COROLLARY 6.3. Zf depth K ~ = 1, dim K- = n, then for every flag 
5, W(n, m( 5)) is the universal graded Lie algebra of type (K-, 5). 
COROLLARY 6.4. Zf Char F > 2, A ~ is of alternate type, and 3 is a Jlag 
of A -, then the universal graded Lie algebra of type (A -, 3) is U(A - ) n 
W(n, m(B)), where U(A ~ ) is the Lie algebra defined by the dtfferential 
f orm wA (cf Section 4). In particular, the contact Cartan tJ,pe algebra 
K(n, m(g), coA) is the universal graded Lie algebra of Heisenberg type with 
p-f-k 5. 
Combining the above discussion with Section 5, we define the universal 
graded Lie algebra of type (K-, K,, 7j) (in case depth K- = 1, we write 
simply (K,, 3)) in an obvious way. We have 
COROLLARY 6.5. The Cartan type algebras S(n, m(g)) := S(n j n 
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W(n, m(g)) and i?(n, m(g)) := H(n) n W( n, m( 5 j ) are universal graded Lie 
algebra of type (s/(n), fjj and (spin), 5), respectiuelyl. 
7. UNIVERSAL RESTRICTEDLY GRADED LIE ALGEBRAS 
DEFINITION 7.1. A graded Lie algebra L = @ Lj is a restrictedly graded 
Lie algebra if L is restricted and satisfies 
If L is restrictedly graded, then L-, L’-I, L+, and L’+) are restrictedly 
graded. 
LEMMA 7.1 [7]. Let L= @ Li be a graded Lie algebra which is 
restricted. If the center of L is zero, then L is a restrictedly graded Lie 
algebra. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let L = Q Li be a restrictedly> graded Lie algebra and 
KC’) = eiGr Ki, t > -1, be a restricted t-germ of L (i.e., K(‘jp E K”‘). Theu 
the prolongation K = PL( K”‘) is restricted. 
Proof. Let K be the restricted closure of K and K’ = @ i, I Kj. Now K”’ 
is restricted, KP=(KC’)+K’)P~K+K’P. Hence K=K+K”+KPZ+ ... = 
K+KrP+KfpZ+ . . . . Since t3 -1, KIPs @i2,t+k Li. Hence Krri := Bj,, 
Ki = KC”. By the maximality of K, we have K= K. 1 
DEFINITION 7.2. Let K - be a negatively, restrictedly graded Lie 
algebra. A restrictedly graded Lie algebra II = U,,,(K - j of type K - is 
called universal if for every restrictedly graded Lie algebra L of type K - 
and restricted isomorphism $ of L- onto U PV there exists a unique 
restricted homomorphism cp of L into U such that the diagram (*) is 
commutative. 
Let K ~ be a negatively, restrictedly graded Lie algebra, dim K- = II, 
{Zi) a homogeneous basis of K- and u( K- ) the restricted universal 
enveloping algebra of K-. If 1 is the ideal of %(K - ) generated by 
(z~~‘-$‘), then u(K-)=%(K-)/Iand zn:=z;...z;l+I, Oda,<p, is a 
basis of u(K ~ ). 
Let L be a restrictedly graded Lie algebra of type K-, S= u(L’+“), F the 
one dimensional trivial module of S and V= Hom,(u( L), F) EZ U(n, 1), x1’) 
the basis of V as S-module dual to z,. Let pres be the linear map of L into 
Der V= Win, 1, K-) defined similarly to (2.2). 
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Analogous to Proposition 2.1, we have 
PROPOSITION 7.1. The map preS is a restricted and graded homomorphism 
of L into W(n, 1, K-j and is injective on K-. 
The map pres will be called the fundamental restricted homomorphism of 
L into W(n, 1, K-). 
THEOREM 7.1. For a given negatively, restrictedly graded Lie algebra 
K -, the universal restricted graded Lie algebra U,,,(K - ) exists and 
U,,,(K-j=P W(,I,1,K-,(~r2s(K~)), where n = dim K-. 
If zp = 0, i= 1, . . . . n, for a homogeneous basis and r = depth K- < p + 1 
then it is easily seen that prer(zi) = p(z,j (note that in this case if p(z,) = 
Dj + z cj,,xCy)Di then d(l)) = d(j) -d(i) < p, and hence all yi < p). 
COROLLARY 7.1. W(n, 1 j is the universal restrictedly graded Lie algebra 
of depth one. 
COROLLARY 7.2. If A- is of alternate tJ,pe, then U,,,(A -) = U(A -) n 
W(n, 1, A-). Especially, K(n, 1, w.~) is the universal restrictedly graded Lie 
algebra of Heisenberg type. 
ProoJ: 
UreAA - I= P ,Y(,,,L,.~-)(~res(A-)j=Pr~/(rt,,,A-)(~(A-j) 
=f’l+Jclz,A-)(~(A-))n Wn, 1, A-). I 
It is natural to consider the universal restrictedly graded Lie algebra of 
type K,, where K,, is a subalgebra of gl(nj (cf. Definition 5.1). 
COROLLARY 7.3. (1) S(n, 1) is the universal restrictedly graded Lie 
algebra of type sf(n j. 
(2) l?(n, 1) is the universal restrictedI-v graded Lie algebra of type 
v(n). 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let L be a restrictedly graded Lie algebra. 
(1 j Ker preS = Ker p = R, the transitivity radical qf L. 
(2) Imp,,,zlmp. 
(3) The transiticitJ> radical R qf L is a restricted homogeneous ideal 
of L. 
(4) Pm is injective if and on/~> if L is transitive. 
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COROLLARY 1.4. Let L be a transititiely, restricted/j! graded Lie algebra. 
If dim L - < m9 then dim L < co. More precisely, if dim L - = n, then 
dim L < np”. 
Remark 7.1. Corollary 7.4 can be obtained from [7, (5.11 j p. 1383 
under more general hypotheses. 
COROLLARY 7.5. Let L be a transitiuelJ> restrictedly graded Lie algebra 
with depth r. Then length L < (p - 1) Cz= r i dim Lpi- 1. 
Final Remark. We emphasize the point that from the universal proper- 
ties everything comes out naturally. For instance, the notions of differential 
operators and the Lie algebra PV(n) emerge naturally from our discussion, 
and it is not necessary to presuppose any knowledge of them. The universal 
properties also afford explicit constructions of the graded Lie algebras of 
Cartan type. The construction of K(n, oA) in Section 4 sheds new light on 
the connection with differential forms. However, a deeper understanding 
of this connection is still lacking. We conclude the article by posing a 
question: Can a universal graded Lie algebra of type K - always be defined 
by a set of differential forms? 
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